Final approach and landing trajectory generation method was established for the failure of total loss of thrust of the commercial transport aircraft to improve the flight safety. Unpowered final approach and landing trajectory generation problem can be formulated as the 2-dim two point boundary value problems with fixed starting and ending points and an optimal index, being numerically solvable. The trajectory's dimension reduction and trajectory parameter propagation without iteration make the algorithm more adaptive and rapidly. The simulation results show that safe landing trajectories are successfully found for the difference initial speed and aircraft configuration. Furthermore, this method can also be used for guiding the automatic controller or aiding the pilot to cope with emergency unpowered landing.
Introduction
Fortunately loss of thrust on both engines of a civil airplane is an exceptionally rare occurrence. However it has happened and will inevitably happen again, because of the sharp increasing of the air traffic flow [1] [2] [3] . Generally, there are several reasons for the total loss of thrust, such as mechanic failure, fuel mismanagement, bad weather, volcanic ash, bird strike and so on. Recently, Boeing 777 (Year 2008) and Airbus 320 (Year 2009) both encountered the failure of total loss of thrust, respectively because of fuel system failure and bird strike. Luckily, the pilots show their large courage and outstanding flight skill to save all of the passengers. For a single engine general aircraft, this failure happens more frequently. There is only one chance to land for the aircraft in total loss of thrust, and it is really a dangerous situation. The control power is very limited, although auxiliary power unit (APU) and ram air turbine (RAT) begin to work. The aircraft converts to a glider which can only descend, when both engines are severely damaged or have unrecoverable common cause failures like the above two accidents.
Considering the pilots' successful experience, the proper landing site and the trajectory should be searched immediately for safety consideration as far as total loss of thrust, although QRH drills have been designed and written to enable a successful relight of one or both engines, which is always assumed to be achieved. Restarting engines would miss the opportunity for the pilot to search the proper landing site and plan a flight trajectory.
Researchers designed the flight management architecture to assist the pilot during the failure of total loss the thrust to approach and aim at the landing site, such as the Emergency Flight Planner (EFP) proposed by Chen and Pritchett [5] and post-failure trajectory generator proposed by Tang [6] . The unpowered final landing trajectory generation has been researched for the reusable launch vehicle. Barton and Tragesser developed the trajectory generation method depending on the monotonous decreasing altitude. Final touch down condition can be adaptively satisfied by dynamic equation iteration.
In this paper, unpowered landing trajectory generation method is established to improve efficiency in order to implement real-time post-failure trajectory generation. The Two Points Boundary Value Problem(TPBVP) is built with the fixed initial and touch down position, and the constraints including: trajectory parameters' limitation, the various configurations of the aircraft. Firstly, the shape and the segments of the landing trajectory are planned considering the trajectory parameters' continuity.Then the dynamic equations depending on altitude are reformed for solving convenience.F inally, the flight parameters are determined by propagating dynamic equation in each segment. Simulation results show the feasibility and adaptability of the method.
Final Approach and Landing Trajectory Generation
Unpowered final approach and landing trajectory generation problem can be formulated as the 2-dim two point boundary value problems with fixed starting and ending points and an optimal index, being numerically solvable. For improving calculation efficiency, it is necessary to reduce dimension by presetting the shape of the trajectory and reduce iterative solving process. Finally, the desired touch down dynamic pressure should be achieved by adjusting trajectory parameter [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . [4] Final approach and landing trajectory after total loss of thrust is divided into 4 segments: steep glide, circular flare, exponential decay and shallow glide. And the mathematical description of the landing trajectory is given by:
Trajectory Shape
And derivative of the altitude with respect to the downrange for 4 segments are given by:
The parameters using in landing trajectory design are given in Table 1 . In order to ensure the continuity and smoothness of trajectory, the trajectory parameter and derivative between two segments should be continuous. = t a n -
Where (x 1 , h 1 ) is the intersection between steep glide and circular flare, (XEXP, h 2 ) is the intersection between circular flare and exponential decay.
Let 32 = arctan (tan -HDECAY/ )) , so the parameters can be described as (6): 
The aim point of the steep glide XZERO is the only variable parameter for the final approach and landing trajectory. Because the glide slope of the starting and ending segment ( 12 , ) can be calculated by the quasi trim flight assumption. Furthermore, the radius of the circular flare (R) and the decay altitude and rate of exponential segment (HDECAY, ) are also determined by the aircraft's performance and passenger's comfort. XAIMPT is the touch down point which is normally set to 0. According to altitude and flight path angle continuity constraint, the trajectory parameters can be formed as the function of XZERO (6) . So the trajectory generation reduces to 1-dim TPBVP.
Trajectory Generation
Assuming a flat, non-rotating Earth, the equations of motion for fight in the longitudinal are given by sin cos
Dm g m v Lm g m v (7)
For convenience of the landing trajectory generation, the mass-point dynamic equations reform to equation (8) under the assumption that flight altitude monotonically decreases [12, 13] .A nd the dynamic pressure is substitute for velocity. The angle of attack and dynamic pressure Q are unknown variables.
According to the definition of flight path angle:
arctan dh dx (9) For solving / dd h in equation (8) (10) / dd h expressions in four stages of landing trajectory are as following: (11) and Q are solved by numerical propagation along the downward altitude according to equations (8) . The altitude range is discretized into n-segments in each segment, and the state at the k-th altitude node is known, assuming that the k controlling C D,k and C L,k and hence the state at the (k+1)-th altitude node, so the propagation equations are in (12). 1 1 cos 2s i n ,
Solving k from the first equation of (12), then Q k+1 from the second equation, all the solution can be propagated from the initial state to n and Q n+1 along the altitude nodes rather than iteration. Trajectory generation starts from guessing XZERO to give an initial trajectory shape, and final touch down dynamic pressure Q td can be propagated. Changing XZERO iteratively can determine Q td , until the desired touch down dynamic pressure Q des is achieved. Meanwhile, the trajectory parameters are also solved.
Simulation Results
Assuming the proper touch down sink rate Vh requirement is 1.5m/s, and the velocity is 70m/s. the landing site altitude is 500m, and the starting altitude is 1500m. The simulation results for different initial airspeed and configurations show the touch down velocity and the sink rate both meet the demand (Fig.3,  Fig.4 ). Without putting down the landing gears, the higher initial airspeed makes the whole approach and landing length longer and the steeper, especially the shallow glide is longer and prone to be disturbed.
Furthermore, the aerodynamic characteristic is more complicated, taking different landing gear and flap position configurations into account. The landing gears are easily put down during the circular flare phase, for the sake of extra vertical load. The shallow glide is much shorter when the flaps are set to 25 degree even 40 degree. It means the more accurate touch down point and the higher requirement for the accuracy of the maneuver.
Conclusion

1)
Final approach and landing trajectory generation for the failure of total loss of thrust can improve the aircraft safety.
2) The trajectory's dimension reduction and trajectory parameter propagation without iteration make the algorithm more adaptive and rapidly.
3) The simulation results show that safe landing trajectories are successfully found for the difference initial speed and aircraft configuration.
4) This method can be further used for guiding the automatic controller or aiding the pilot to cope with emergency unpowered landing.
